
A Lake Full of Lead 

We often read or hear about lead pollution in our surface and ground water 
and wonder about the lead's source. We leave lead out of plumbing, paint, 
and gasoline. In 1982, Wisconsin banned the use of lead shot, a move that 
seemed to some as overkill (pun intended). What difference could a little 
lead shot make? Studies done by the Wisconsin DNR and U.W.-Oshkosh 
geology students show us the extent of the problem.  

Rush Lake, located 20 km. west of Oshkosh has historically been an 
excellent place to hunt waterfowl. Guns have blazed away from its shore 
since the 1840's. The lake, with an area of 5 square miles and a depth of 5 
feet or less, is in an old stream channel filled with glacial debris. The lake 
rests between 2 glacial recessional moraines. These are ridges of glacial 
debris left when the large lobe of ice paused as it melted back toward Lake 
Michigan about 12,000 years ago. These ridges are natural dams, holding in 
the water of the lake.  

The hunting at Rush Lake has become quite poor in recent years. Many of 
the waterfowl have died of lead poisoning. This lead poisoning is not a 
euphemism for being shot! It is rather lead poisoning due to lead being 
ingested and cumulatively building up in the birds' tissues, causing anemia, 
brain damage and other problems. The waterfowl get this lead from bottom 
feeding or ingesting grit.  

This lead, of course, comes from lead shot fired across the lake by 
innumerable hunters. The DNR was concerned to find out how much lead 
shot was actually in this little lake. In1982, they laid out a sampling grid and 
took 408 sediment cores at 68 sites. Lead shot formed a small, but 
conspicuous fraction of the sediment, particularly within the upper 66 cm. 
(about 2 feet). The amount of lead shoot per unit volume of sediment in 
cores allowed the DNR to estimate that over 824 million lead pellets were in 
the lake. This is the highest lead pellet concentration known in any lake in 
the world - a testimony to how popular the lake has been with hunters. 
Unfortunately, its very popularity caused its pollution by tons of lead shot, 
which in time, killed the water fowl that made the lake so popular. Similar 
studies could be done for other lakes, involving looking for lead sinkers as 
well as for lead shot.  

To the geologist, this demonstrates the old principle that small scale 
processes can have big effects over time. One or two shotgun blasts over a 
lake don't have much effect. But thousands of them over 140 years, well... 
It also shows how the value of mineral commodities change. Lead mines are 
a depressed industry. The molybdenum mining industry, however is booming 



with the expanded use of "moly" in materials (paint and shot) where lead 
was once used.  

- Dr. Bill Cordua, University of Wisconsin-River Falls  
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